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Abstract 

Replacement of cobalt in cemented carbides has gained in attention recently because threats of 

regulations due to health issues (cancerogenic effect), increased demand from the electric vehicle 

industry and the questionable extraction from countries like Democratic Republic of Congo.  

In this report the use of Ni-based binder as an alternative binder for cemented carbides has been 

explored. The design is based on producing a Ni-based superalloy binder which contains dispersed 

Ni3Al Gamma Prime (γ’) -phase precipitates in the binder matrix.  

The investigation focuses on the design of cemented carbide compositions and processes that ensures 

the formation of γ’- precipitates, the control of their morphology and distribution as well as the effect 

of heat treatment. To do this a Ni-Al master alloy has been designed that enables the formation of γ’-

precipitates in WC-Ni-Al-X systems, produced by conventional powder metallurgy process including 

standard free sintering. Furthermore, the addition of usual elements in the cemented carbide industry 

(such as Ti, Cr, Ta, Nb) and their effect on the stability of γ’-precipitates has been investigated. A 

method to reveal the precipitates including ion-polishing and electro-etching has been developed. 

Basic mechanical properties such as hardness and toughness have been investigated, revealing 

particular crack propagation in Ni-based binder reinforced with γ’-precipitates.  

It was found that the common variables in cemented carbide manufacturing influence all aspects 

regarding the stability of γ’-phase. By varying the powder type, binder composition and content, the 

carbon balance, the WC grain size and the heating/cooling steps; the formation of γ’-precipitates (size, 

morphology, distribution, etc.) can be controlled to tailor the properties of the cemented carbide.  

 

 

 

 

Some results, discussion and conclusions might be missing due to stripping of the report during final 
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Sammanfattning 

Att hitta en ersättning av kobolt i hårdmetall har nyligen uppmärksammats bl.a. eftersom regleringar 

hotar användning av ämnet pga. dess cancerogenitet, en ökande efterfrågan från elfordonsindustrin 

samt den moraliskt tvivelaktiga utvinningen som sker i länder som Demokratiska Republiken Kongo.  

I denna rapport har användningen av ett nickel-baserat bindemedel som ett alternativt bindemedel 

för hårdmetaller undersökts. Designen är baserad på att producera en nickel-baserad superlegering 

som bindemedel som innehåller dispergerad Ni3Al Gamma Prim (γ’) – fas utfälld i bindemedlet. 

Utredningen fokuserar på designen av hårdmetallskompositioner och processer som försäkrar 

formationen av γ’-utfällningar, kontroller av dess morfologi, distributionen samt hur 

värmebehandlingar påverkar. För att kunna göra detta har en Ni-Al masterlegering skapats som 

möjliggör γ’-utfällningar i ett WC-Ni-Al-X system, producerat med konventionell 

pulvermetallurgiprocess inkluderat standard fri sintring. Dessutom har tillsatsen av vanliga ämnen i 

hårdmetallindustrin (such as Ti, Cr, Ta, Nb) samt deras effekt på stabiliteten hos γ’-utfällningarna 

undersökts. En metod för att upptäcka utfällningarna, som inkluderar jonpolering och elektroetsning 

har utvecklats. Grundläggande mekaniska egenskaper som hårdhet och seghet har undersökts, vilket 

har avslöjat en speciell sprickutbredning i den nickelbaserade bindaren förstärkt med γ’-utfällningar. 

Det visade sig att de vanliga variablerna förenade med tillverkning av hårdmetall påverkar samtliga 

aspekter gällande stabiliteten hos γ’-utfällningar. Genom att variera pulvertyp, 

bindemedelkomposition och innehåll, kolbalansen, WC-kornstorlek och uppvärmning samt 

kylningssteg så påverkas bildningen av γ’-utfällningar (storlek, morfologi, distribution, etc..) som kan 

kontrolleras för att skräddarsy egenskaperna för hårdmetallen. 
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1 Introduction  

Cemented carbides or hard metals are widely used as cutting tools in machining of metals. The material 

is essentially a composite with the hardness coming from a carbide skeleton (usually Tungsten carbide 

(WC) grains) which are bonded by a tough binder phase, usually Cobalt (Co). The reason Cobalt is 

widely used in cemented carbides is due to the good wettability to WC and the ability of Co to harden 

by plastic deformation. 

Using Co as the binder phase also have disadvantages, it has been known to be cancerogenic in powder 

form and besides the hazard for the employees it might be subject to regulations. Another factor is 

that the electric vehicle industry has increased the demand for Co, which caused the price for cobalt 

to quadruple over the last couple of years. The demand is projected to continually increase by a large 

factor. A change of binder phase from Co to a Ni-based superalloy would reduce the potential impact 

of regulations or material shortage as well as having possible advantages in high temperature 

machining operations. 

Superalloys have been used since the invention of gas turbines for jet engines. There are used as high 

temperature materials that are commonly used in the range 650-1100C. Their strength increases as 

the temperature rises and the reason behind this is the presence of precipitates known as Gamma 

Prime (γ’ or γ’’), which contribute to strength, creep and fatigue resistance. The gamma prime phase 

is well understood in superalloys but the knowledge of it as a binder in cemented carbides is limited. 

The industry demands alternative binders for the cobalt, and superalloys in the form of Nickel 

Aluminum is a strong contestant, since it may provide strength at high temperatures without losing 

toughness. 

Previous works have investigated the use of Ni-Al based alloys in cemented carbides. For example, 

Nishigaki and colleagues showed that the hot hardness and toughness increased with the addition of 

Al and precipitation of γ’ phase in binder [1]. It has also been shown that the hardness of a Ni-Al 

superalloy binder matched that of a Co based by Almond et al [2]. Most of the previous attempts are 

from the 80s or 90s and there are few new reports on the subject. However, a more recent study shows 

that the Ni3Al phase reduces the WC grain growth, which is needed in fine-grained cemented carbides 

[3]. 

This report focuses on building a solid understanding of how superalloy binders containing precipitated 

intermetallic γ’ phase can be designed and produced by conventional cemented carbide processes.  
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1.1 Goals 

The project will try to answer a few set questions and goals which are divided into the primary goals 

about gamma prime knowledge and further process improvements as the secondary goals below. 

Primary goals 

• Determine how gamma prime works in NiAl-WC alloys focusing on: 

o What levels of refractory metals Ta, Hf, Zr, Ti promotes formation of γ’-precipitates  

o Determine what effects the morphology of γ’-precipitates 

o Determine what effects the size of γ’-precipitates  

o Determine what effects the distribution of γ’-precipitates  

o Understand effects of heat treatments in precipitation of γ’-precipitates 

 

Secondary goals 

• Examine possible improvements in the sample preparation 

• Examine other etching possibilities for revealing γ’-precipitates 

• Measure basic properties such as Vickers hardness and Palmqvist toughness 
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2 Powder Metallurgy – Cemented carbides 

Powder metallurgy (PM) is among the oldest form of metallurgy with the sintering of clay into ceramics. 

The first sight of metallurgic powder date back to the time of the Incas and Egyptians whom used iron 

powder to form weapons or jewelry 5000 years back. The first time used commercially in modern times 

was in the 1800s when copper, silver and lead powders were sintered to make coins [4] [5]. 

Other favorable aspect of using PM instead of casting for example is better control of shrinkage and 

removal of defects like inclusions or segregation. There is also possibility of creating a so called 

functionally graded material, which have different material composition depending on depth from 

surface and by that creating advantageous properties [4]. 

Metal powders have different applications, ranging from actual powder use in food additives, into 

coatings, 3D-printing and formation larger solid objects. Solid objects can generally be broken up into 

two situations, one where a complex structure is wanted either geometrically like shock absorbers or 

structure wise with intended porosity like ball bearings, artificial bones or filters [4]. The other situation 

is where complete melting is impossible or impractical due to a too high melting temperature, which 

is the situation for refractory metal alloys, cermets and the Tungsten-Carbide (WC), handled in this 

report. 
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2.1 Cemented carbides  

Cemented carbides is the term used for a composite material composed a soft binder, often cobalt 

(Co), together with a harder carbide, often WC. Another name for this is a hard metal and the general 

idea is to combine and control hardness with the toughness properties. The areas of use vary from 

large tools in mining to small milling inserts used mainly in the metal cutting industry, of which the 

focus will lie on in this report. Other common types of cemented carbides use elements like TiC, TiN, 

TaC or NbC for the hard phase and combinations of Co, Ni, Fe, Mo for the binder phase.  

The properties that characterize the cemented carbides in the cutting tool industry, besides hardness 

and toughness, are wear-, corrosion resistance, thermal conductivity, edge line toughness and thermal 

fatigue resistance. These can generally be controlled by the ratio of binder to WC content together 

with the grain size of the WC particles which is simplified in Figure 1 [6].  

The production of WC-Co cemented carbides consist of several steppes and a production path. Starting 

from the mining of the raw material leading into powder production and getting the proper powder 

properties, like particle size through milling. Later the powder is pressed together with a polymer into 

a so called green body and put into an oven to sinter together and form a solid body. Later follows a 

grinding step to get the final measurements, this is then usually coated for improved wear properties. 

Figure 1. Properties matrix of Binder content vs WC grain size. PD – Plastic Deformation. Gray/white grains are the WC and 
the dark gray matrix is the Co binder. 
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2.2 Powder  

The results of the final product vary, of course with the composition, but also the powder properties 

such as the initial powder size, size distribution, morphology and pureness. These are generally 

controlled with five different powder production methods, or a combination of them, Electrolytic-, 

Atomization-, Chemical-, Evaporation- or Mechanical-fabrication techniques. [1]  

Getting the tungsten(W) in WC-powder is a long process, however the step when reducing the WO3 is 

more crucial than the others. This part controls the final size of the powder, where a large amount of 

hydrogen combined with a lower temperature gives the conditions to obtain a finer sized powder as 

the final product [7]. 

2.3 Pressing 

The pressing of the powder is done together with a polymer binder which gives enough structural 

strength for subsequent handling and work as a lubricant to further improve the densification to about 

50-70 % of theoretical maximum. The pressing also reduces the total shrinkage during sintering 

depending on the hardness of the material. For a hard material, such as tungsten carbide, there is 

practically no particle deformation and a lower pressure (200-350 MPa) is used compared to stainless 

steel which use a higher compacting pressure (700-840 MPa) and gets a higher green density 85-88% 

[4]. For homogenous structure and densities, a double punch with pressure from above and below is 

often used, this represented in Figure 2 [7]. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic over double punch pressing tool [7]. 
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2.4 Liquid Phase Sintering 

The sintering, or in the cemented carbide case, liquid phase sintering is the process which grants near 

or 100 % densification and a compact steady body compared to the previously fragile and porous, 

compressed only, green body. The densification results in a shrinkage of about 40-60 % by volume or 

17-26 % by length [7]. 

Liquid phase sintering is a lot faster than conventional solid state sintering mainly because of the so-

called wetting of WC by the binder, usually Co or Ni in this case. The wetting or wettability of a system 

describes how well the liquid spreads out and preserves contact with the solid surface. The wetting 

angle is described by Young’s equation Eq.1 and states the relationship between the surface energies 

and interfaces involved, Solid-Gas, Solid-Liquid and Liquid-Gas. The wetting angle is also figuratively 

showcased in Figure 3 and 4, where 0° represent a complete wetting and 180° a fully hydrophobic 

surface. The hydrophilic surface is described by a low contact angle, good adhesiveness, good 

wettability and high solid surface free energy, the opposite is true for a hydrophobic surface. An 

assumption is made that a low 𝛾𝐿𝐺 , will result in a bigger Cos(θ) and thus a smaller wetting angle θ. 

𝛾𝑆𝐺 = 𝛾𝑆𝐿 + 𝛾𝐿𝐺 ∗ cos(𝜃)                       𝐸𝑞. 1 

The combination of adhesive and cohesive forces cause the phenomenon of capillary force which can 

be understood as a force pulling a liquid into narrow spaces. The capillary forces help spreading the 

liquid binder in between the solid WC-particles and creating a bridge where the diffusion rates are 

many times faster than bulk solid state diffusion [4]. This report will partially be focused on comparing 

Ni and Co based binders and the difference in wetting between these substances can be simplified to 

the difference in surface energy, 𝛾𝐿𝐺 . The surface energy depends on temperature of the element, 

which lowers as temperature rises. When comparing Ni and Co at the same temperature, 1500°C, Co 

has a higher surface energy at 1881 [mN/m] compared to Ni 1780.25 [mN/m] and thus worse wetting 

capabilities [8]. An illustration of the densification process can be seen in Figure 5. 

Figure 3. Wetting angle and marked components of Young’s equation. Figure 4. Hydrophobic or hydrophilic wetting 
angle. 
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Another important aspect is the solubility of the binder in the solid and vice versa. To have a maximum 

amount of diffusivity of the solid material, a low solubility of binder in the solid and a high solubility of 

the solid in the binder is wanted [9]. Given that the only known element which have solubility in WC 

lattice is molybdenum [10], the system is simplified down to the solubility of the binders.  

In the cemented carbides, the WC grains can experience grain growth or abnormal grain growth 

dependently on the initial size of the WC grains or element addition which retard grain growth, like 

chromium for example. Abnormal grain growth is known to reduce toughness in commercial cemented 

carbides [11]. 

2.5 Grinding 

When the insert is sintered a necessary grinding-step is needed to meet the requirements and even 

out the tolerance deviation, resulting from the previous steps. The grinding is usually done single 

handedly and is a very expensive but crucial part of the cemented carbide production. The cost is 32 % 

of the total production cost of indexable inserts [12] (1998), even with an almost fully automated 

process. The parameters of interest while grinding can be the inscribed circle, m-dimension, radius, 

clearance or the chamfers, which can be described as the removal of a 90-degree edge creating two 

45-degree edges [7].  

2.6 Coatings 

The coating technology for cemented carbides has been known since the 1950s but is found in 

commercial use since 1969, by the Sandvik company [13] [7]. Since the general rule of cemented 

carbides is that increased hardness leads to decreased toughness, a coating technology is a way of 

circumventing that by adding a thin layer or layers of various substances with uppermost hardness 

properties at elevated temperatures. This is generally deposited with one of two methods, the 

Figure 5. Illustration of the densification 
steppes during liquid phase sintering.  
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Chemically Vapor Deposition (CVD) or Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD). In recent years about 92 % of 

all tools in the machining realm use inserts with coatings and the improvement is more than 2-4 times 

longer tool life or 50-75 % faster cutting speeds than uncoated inserts. The materials used for coatings 

are usually in the form of a carbide(C), nitride(N), oxide(O) or in a combination together with elements 

like Titanium(Ti), Aluminum(Al), Zirconium(Zr) or Hafnium(Hf). The thickness depends on the method 

used but the CVD tends to be a bit thicker around 4 – 25 µm, while PVD usually is 0.5 – 10 µm, seen in 

Figure 6 and 7. The thinner coating is usable where adhesion of workpiece material to the tool is 

common and a sharp edge helps to prevent a buildup. At these usually high-temperature operations, 

the kinetics are heightened and can lead to diffusivity issues with the combination of various grades of 

inserts to coating materials to different workpiece materials. [7] 

 

 

Figure 6. Multi-layered CVD Coating. 

Figure 7. Single layer PVD Coating.  
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2.7 Balance Carbon Total (BC-Tot) 

When sintering WC-cemented carbides it is important to keep track of the carbon content, a low 

carbon level can result in an often-unwanted η-phase (M6C/M12C), a higher carbon content result in 

an always unwanted graphite phase formation. Calculated phase diagrams for a 10wt.%Ni-Al (95:5 wt.% 

or 89.7: 10.3 at%) and a 10wt.%Co-based binder are shown in Figure 8. The SSOL 5 database in 

Termocalc was used for calculations. The use of phase diagrams, despite uncertainties, allows for the 

verification of phase fields for phase formation, phase composition and volume fraction.   

The term BC-tot stands for balance carbon total, which is defined to be at “BC-tot = 0.00” when the 

relation is stochiometric between carbon and carbide formers (W, Cr, Ti, Ta etc.). There is also a loss 

of carbon in the sintering process which lays around 0.04 wt.% C [14]. Most importantly however is 

the understanding that a negative BC-tot moves the solution left in the phase diagram which results in 

higher concentration of W in the binder, and that an overall deviation from the stochiometric relation 

might result in unwanted phases. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 8. Both phase diagrams show a cemented carbide with 10 wt.% binder in form of NiAl with 95:5 wt.% 
relationship(Left) or Cobalt(Right). FCC_L12#2 represent gamma prime(γ’). 35.8 at. % C is approximately 4.95 wt.% C, which 
represent the stochiometric 1W:1C relation in both diagrams. 
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3 Superalloys – the alternative binder? 

The material to replace Cobalt as the binder phase in cemented carbides is likely to be some type of 

superalloy. Superalloys mainly comes in three forms: nickel-, iron-nickel- or cobalt-based. They 

originated from the stainless-steel industry which means that the vast majority of traditional 

superalloys contain a large amount of chromium. The superalloy was developed from the need of a 

corrosion resistant, high strength alloy for use in high temperature applications. One driver of this was 

the invention of the gas turbine, in which the turbine blades experience an extremely corrosive and 

heated environment with the need of exceptional strength and creep resistance. 

All metals and the stainless steel lose strength at elevated temperatures, more specifically at around 

50 % of the melting point, this is the area where superalloys excel, usually above 540 °C. There are 

other elements/alloys with exceptionally higher melting temperatures, like the refractory metals, but 

they lack necessary characteristics and because of this generally they can’t be used in the hot 

environments of turbine engines.   

As for the phases, superalloys consist of a main austenitic FCC structured phase which will be referred 

to as the matrix or binder phase; FCC carbides; MC, M23C6, M6C, M7C3; intermetallic phases of Gamma 

Prime (γ’, FCC), Gamma Double Prime (γ’’, BCT), eta (η, hexagonal ordered), and delta (δ, 

orthorhombic).   

The strengthening of superalloys comes from a combination of solution hardening, work hardening 

and precipitation hardening, which simplified can be categorized into two sub classes: carbide 

precipitates and gamma prime intermetallic phases γ’ and γ’’. Work hardening is not very sustainable 

in high temperatures and the carbide precipitates provides limited strengthening but some stabilizing 

of grain boundaries. The γ’ and γ’’ phases are the main strength contributors in many of nickel and 

nickel-iron based superalloys [15]. 
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3.1 Gamma Prime precipitates (γ’, γ’’)  

The gamma prime precipitate phase is generally understood as Ni3(Al,Ti) [15] but for more complex Ni-

based superalloys (ex. RR1000) the γ’ can be described as (Ni, Co, Cr, Mo)3(Al, Ti, Ta, Hf) [16]. The 

structure is as told FCC with three Ni, Co, Cr or Mo at the first sublattice face positions and Al, Ti, Ta 

and Hf at the second sublattice corner positions, described in Figure 9. Due to these specific positions 

in the sublattice the phase is called an ordered FCC phase, to distinguish from a regular disordered FCC 

or BCC solution. This can also be shown with an enthalpy diagram seen in Figure 10, which shows the 

stable Ni3Al(γ’) phase compared to a mixing of Ni and Al in a disordered FCC phase [17].  

For pure Ni3Al the difference in enthalpy and the energy of the ordering is about 3 kJ/mol [17] and will 

remain ordered until at least 1100 °C, and most likely until it melts around 1375 °C [18] [17] [19]. It is, 

however, highly dependent on amount of impurities and stoichiometry, if Fe is present it lowers the 

ordering temperature of γ’ linearly to about 1200 °C with 12.5 at. % Fe [20]. A consequence of this 

ordering is that each Ni atom is in contact with 4 Al atoms and 8 Ni atoms, and the Al atoms are 

surrounded by 12 Ni atoms. The cause of the high strength in the Ni3Al phase is when a dislocation 

moves in the matrix it can’t simply pass the precipitate but must disorder it as well or climb around it. 

Depending on ultimate composition, a certain element can be either at the corner or face position 

conditional to the amount of other elements. For example, the Cr position in the sublattice differs from 

the IN-713C to the IN-731 superalloy [21] [22], see data for these in the appendix. 

The other intermetallic phase is the gamma double prime (γ’’ phase), which is formed 

stoichiometrically like γ’ but containing Nb instead of Ti and/or Al. It is a coherent precipitate with a 

BCT ordered (D022) structure that is unstable at temperatures above 649 °C, making it unfit for extreme 

Figure 10. Difference in enthalpy with pure element mixing and 
some intermetallic compounds in the Ni-Al system. The dotted line 
represents pure element mixing. [17] 

Figure 9. a) shows ordered Ni3Al FCC 
and b) shows disordered FCC. [17] 
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temperature applications [15] [17]. At temperatures between 650–980 °C it turns into the 

orthorhombic δ-phase; however, it works as a very good low-intermediate temperature strengthener. 

These kinds of precipitates are only found in a few Ni-based superalloys containing iron, so called 

nickel-iron alloys like Inconel 718 or the 625 Alloy, seen in Figure 11. The size and morphology of the 

precipitates are small disk shaped with lengths of 50 nm and a thickness of 10 nm [15] [17]. 

The fact that γ’ is a strengthener of the material is known, however it varies depending on several 

factors. Volume fraction(Vf), size, temperature and morphology of the precipitates seem to be the 

most influential variables, another possible influencer could be composition of γ’. The most optimal 

volume fraction for the highest and a relatively constant value of flow stress is around 60-70 % [21] 

[23]. This is not the highest peak strength which is achieved by a maximum amount of γ’, as can be 

seen in Figure 12. The highest peak is reached by 100 % Vf γ’, which have a drawback of having the 

lowest strength at the lowest temperature. 20 % Vf γ’ is optimal if the component is to be used in room 

temperature for this Vf-diagram of a Ni-Cr-Al alloy. This higher yield strength at room temperature 

comes from hyperfine precipitates at 50-100 Å in diameter. What is interesting is that γ’ in superalloys 

causes, on the contrary to many other metals, an increase in strength when increasing the temperature, 

up to a temperature of about 900 °C [21]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Gamma double prime γ’’ of 625 Alloy aged at 
650 °C for 1000 h. [62] 
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 γ’ formation is promoted by addition of certain elements, Al, Ti, Ta, Hf, mentioned earlier, but also 

elements like Platinum, Wolfram, Vanadium, Niobium, Silicon, Germanium or Gallium [15] [17] [24]. 

The way these elements interact or substitute with either Ni or (Al, Ti) depends strongly on their 

relative atom size [17]. In Figure 13 we can see that Pt and Co extends the phase field parallel to the 

Ni-axis suggesting it is a Ni replacement. Elements on the 25 % cross section line between Al and X can 

replace Al. Fe, Cr and Mn are between the Ni and Al alignments and represent that fact that they can 

substitute for both elements. This is also discussed by Collins et. al. where several different sources 

cite opposing positions for the Cr element, suggesting it might even change during heating and 

temperature change [25].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Temperature to flow stress graph with various volume fractions of γ’. 

Figure 13. Ternary phase diagram of Ni-Al-X which imply the sublattice each 
substance substitute for. Elements on the 25% line represent elements on the corner 
sublattice and elements parallel to the Ni axis replace Ni. Fe, Mn, Cr show mixed 
behavior [17]. 
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3.2 Morphology, size and misfit  

The first γ’ precipitates were spherical and were in some cases only metastable. They developed into 

stable cuboidal precipitates with benefits, of which one was the ability to pack more γ’ in the same 

volume [15]. The morphology of the precipitates can vary from spheres to cuboidal to a cauliflower-

dendritic structure and films enveloping carbide grains [26]. There are several reasons for the variance 

in morphology of which some are; different alloying elements [27], cooling speed and heat treatments 

[26]. By adding different elements, the misfit (or mismatch) is changed, this misfit of a system is defined 

as the difference in lattice parameter between the matrix, γ and precipitates, γ’, see Equation 2, giving 

a negative misfit if αγ’ < αγ.  

𝛿 = 2 ∗ 
𝑎𝛾′− 𝑎𝛾

𝑎𝛾′+ 𝑎𝛾
    𝐸𝑞. 2   [28] 

The lattice parameters are linearly dependent on the mole fraction of other elements added, according 

to Vegard’s law; 𝛼γ =  𝛼γ 
0 +  ∑ 𝑥𝑖

γ
𝑖 𝛤𝑖

γ
, where the Vegard coefficient, Γ, is strongly depending on place 

𝑖  in the periodic table. This shows that the lattice parameter and extended, the misfit, is strongly 

correlated with the atomic number and thus atomic size [17], seen in Figures 14 and 15. It is to be 

noted that the linear dependency only has been confirmed up to ternary systems [29]. 

As mentioned, the effect of solid solution addition of elements into the y and γ’ phase have a large 

impact on the lattice parameter. This is more specifically shown in Figures 16-20 where certain 

elements are added and the lattice parameter of each phase is measured at room temperature. Two 

elements are of especially of interest, Silicon and Vanadium in Figure 18-20, which both affect the 

lattice parameter negatively. Silicon in both phases and Vanadium in the γ phase [30]. One might also 

correlate the differences in slopes to the size of the atomic radius seen in Table 1. 

 

Figure 14. Vegard coefficients as a function of position in 
the periodic table. [17] 

Figure 15. Goldschmidts atomic radius for the second and third 
transition metals series. [61]  
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Figure 16. Lattice parameter change of gamma phase 
γ (Ni) when adding transition/refractory metals.  

Figure 19. Lattice parameter change of 
gamma phase γ (Ni) when adding B-

subgroup elements.  

Figure 17. Lattice parameter change of gamma phase γ (Ni) 
when adding transition metals.  

Figure 20. Lattice parameter change of gamma prime phase 
γ’ (Ni3Al) when adding B-group elements. Ni kept constant 

at 75 at. %.  

Figure 18. Lattice parameter change of gamma prime 
phase γ’ (Ni3Al) when adding transition/refractory 

metals.  
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Table 1.  Table over elements of interest in superalloys. Ni and Al + Ti has been highlighted due to being the primary 
components of gamma prime. Chromium has two instances due to being such an important substance with different value 
depending on source. 

 

Generally, lower misfits of ± 0-0.2 % tend to give spherical precipitates, ± 0.5 % cuboidal and at ± 1.25 % 

mismatch, plate like precipitates are observed. An example of plate precipitates can be seen in the γ’’ 

phase which have misfits in the order of 2.9 % [15]. Although it also dependent on driving force and 

size of the particles, developed further below. Since the γ and γ’ have a similar lattice parameter a 

coherency of the γ/γ’ interface is established making the system stable. The size of the precipitates 

also affect the misfit, if the γ’ precipitates are coarsened the coherency is decreased and the misfit 

increased. The coherency of the γ/γ’ interface is strongly correlated with wanted properties of 

superalloys, thus having a lower absolute misfit value, but not too low, stabilizes the system [17]. 

Furthermore, the misfit changes significantly with temperature, see Figure 21, making it important to 

take into consideration when designing a material at elevated temperatures [21].  

Commonly, the precipitates are defined to come in three to four sizes, with some variation depending 

on source; primary precipitates at a size of 0.5-3µm, secondary between 100-500 nm, tertiary between 

10-100 nm and quaternary precipitates from 3-10 nm [16] [26]. The morphology depends on the size 

Element  Atomic 

number 

Atomic radius 

(nm) 

Size difference to 

Ni 

Size difference to 

Al 

ref# 

Silicon 14 0.1153 -8 % -19 % [31] 

Nickel  28 0.125 0 % -13 % [32] 

Chromium 24 0.125 0 % -13 % [32] 

Chromium 24 0.13 4 % -9 % [33] 

Ruthenium 44 0.1338 7 % -6 % [34] 

Vanadium 23 0.134 7 % -6 % [32] 

Molybdenum 42 0.136 9 % -5 % [32] 

Tungsten 74 0.137 10 % -4 % [32] 

Rhenium 75 0.1375 10 % -4 % [34] 

Aluminum 13 0.143 14 % 0 % [32] 

Niobium  41 0.143 14 % 0 % [32] 

Tantalum 73 0.143 14 % 0 % [34] 

Titanium  22 0.145 16 % 1 % [32] 

Hafnium 72 0.1578 26 % 10 % [34] 

Zirconium  40 0.159 27 % 11 % [32] 
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and misfit of the precipitate, and the size of the precipitate is a function of temperature and time. The 

size and morphology is also dependent on applied stress [35], however it will not be treated in this 

report. Ricks et al. showed that the order of a precipitate follows a spheres-cubic-cuboidal array-

dendritic evolution and is dependent on the size and misfit of the precipitate [36]. If a transition from 

spheres to cubic occurs when the precipitate is large, it is an indication of a low lattice misfit, see Figure 

22 for both effects. There is also a difference if it is a negative or a positive misfit when taking 

temperature into account, Ricks et al discussed about the likelihood of the γ lattice parameter growing 

faster than γ’ due to its disorder. This is also concluded by Pyczak et al which noticed that the average 

lattice constants always increase and the lattice mismatch always decrease with increasing 

temperature for a few selected alloys [37]. Hence a positive mismatch at room temperature will move 

towards zero, pass and into negative, and a negative mismatch will turn more negative, seen in Figure 

21.  

 

However, disregarding of the misfit, if the density of nucleation is high, due to a large driving force, the 

particles won’t grow big enough and thus won’t evolve beyond spherical precipitates. This is partially 

seen in Figure 23, which show two heat treated alloys; Udimet 720 at <0,02 % misfit and Nimonic 115 

at -0.18% misfit. The misfit drives the evolution of cuboidal precipitates in Nimonic 115, while they 

remain spherical in the alloy with lower misfit, Udimet 720. Note that the smaller tertiary precipitates, 

formed during heat treatment at lower temperature, remain near spherical in both [30]. 

Figure 21. Temperature dependency of the lattice misfit between 
25 °C and 1100 °C. The dotted lines containing rhenium and solid 
lines are rhenium free. Rhenium causes less misfit drop when 
increasing the temperature. 

Figure 22. TEM image of Nimonic 115. Large γ’ 
precipitate in an evolved cuboidal array state, surrounded 
by smaller spherical stage one precipitates.  
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A general idea of the precipitate evolution is schematically shown by Ricks et al. in Figure 24. 

Figure 24. The evolution from spherical to dendritic structure shown schematically in a-f in two different views, 
top <100> and bottom <111>. The e) stage is clearly shown as the big precipitate in Figure 22, seen earlier. 

Figure 23. Showing the difference between varying misfit and the effect on morphology. a) Udimet 720 with a 
close to zero misfit (<0,02%) and b) Nimonic 115 with -0,18% misfit. The smaller precipitates are a consequence 
of a lower temperature heat treatment, causing more nucleation points and not large enough precipitates to 
evolve completely [36]. 
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Other variations of precipitates can form arrow looking precipitates where one corner have an 

advantageous growth direction, seen in Figure 25, this is more commonly found in alloys with 

negative misfits [36].  Occasionally there are triangular or diamond/octahedral shaped precipitates, 

seen in Figure 26 and schematically in Figure 27. Deformation of precipitates by the <111> plane 

require more stress than the <001> plane, this also follows the previously known relation between 

stress and precipitate size, seen in Figure 28. Interesting to note is the lack of a bulge in the stress 

curve before dropping in the <111> plane. The <111> plane is more advantageous when facing 

compressive forces and less when succumb to tension, seen in Figure 29. [38]  

 

  

 

 

Figure 25. Advantageous growing 
direction of γ’ precipitate. [36] 

Figure 28. Yield strength as a function of temperature and precipitate size seen for a) <001> 
plane and b) <111> plane [38] . 

Figure 26. Triangular or octahedral precipitates in 
a IN738LC superalloy. [64] 

Figure 27. Schematic of an 
octahedral shape. 
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The final type of precipitate discussed is a γ’ film forming around MC carbides, seen in Figure 30. This 

is highly relevant because most of the mass in an insert is made of the WC carbide. These films may 

have beneficial properties for the creep-rupture properties of regular superalloys [15]. They are 

commonly found after heat treatments or after prolonged time in service. 

 

Figure 29. Tension compared to compression yield strength in the <001>, <011> and <111> planes [38]. 

Figure 30. CM247LC alloy rich with W (10 wt.%). Showing larger primary 
γ’ precipitates together with smaller secondary γ’ precipitates and the so 
called γ’ film around the carbide [55]. 

γ’ film  
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A shape parameter was developed by MacSleyne et al. [39], where η = 1 represents a perfect cube and 

η = 0 gives a sphere, see Figure 31. This was further explored 2012 by Sluytman et al. [27] to establish 

the optimal precipitate shape. Commercial high performance alloys cluster near a peak of (|δ|, η) = 

(0.4, 0.75), meaning a misfit of ± 0.4 % and cuboidal precipitates correlates with high temperature 

mechanical properties. Worth keeping in mind, the morphology of the precipitate has little effect on 

the flow stress of the material at elevated temperatures [15].  

 

3.3 Heat Treatment 

Superalloys commonly go through multiple heat treatment steps, sometimes as much as four, all at 

different temperatures and varying times to fulfil the requirements of the anticipated service 

temperature [15]. The heat treatment can be done for various reasons but the most common are: 

stress relieving, in-process annealing, full annealing, solution annealing, coating diffusion or 

precipitation hardening [15], which will be focused on in this report. For precipitation hardening it is 

common to make a full dissolution of phases in a solution treatment, including γ’, then followed by a 

rapid cooling in the form of quenching or air cooling. The raise of temperature again is to form the γ’, 

and depending on the undercooling from the solvus temperature of γ’, different sized precipitates will 

form. Large undercooling results in many nucleation points and small spheroidal precipitates, seen in 

Figure 32. A low undercooling will result in fewer nucleation points and larger precipitates, sometimes 

in various shapes, seen in Figure 33. The alloy showcased in the Figures below is the LSHR (low-solvus, 

high refractory) developed by NASA with a solvus temperature of the γ’ at 1430 K or 1157 °C. The 

temperature in the top left corner of each Figure is the temperature in from which the sample was 

quenched, from a slow cool of 11 K/min [40]. Look carefully for the minuscule precipitates surrounding 

the larger in Figure 33 which are tertiary precipitates from the quenching. 

Figure 31. Description of 
shape parameter (η) 
definition [39] 
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Solution treatment holding times are generally done for approximately 2 – 4 hours but can vary from 

0.5 – 24 h, this depending on the temperature above the solvus temperature, trying to keep the grain 

growth to a minimum but high enough temperature to have fast enough kinetics. The solution 

treatment temperature can vary from 980 to 1230 °C, with the same explanation as above. The aging 

is usually done between 8 – 24 h always above 540 °C and typically between 620 – 845 °C [15].  

Since the temperatures are high and natural cooling time from these are long, the cooling down speed 

from a cemented carbide sintering could be defined as a heat treatment. This continuous cooling will 

cause different precipitate sizes due to the balance of the driving forces between an oversaturated 

matrix and a decrease in diffusivity when lowering the temperature [41]. The varying forces causes 

oscillation in the nucleation rate and spikes in amount of precipitates and this correlates well with 

observations, shown graphically in Figure 34, it is is shown practically in Figure 35 with varying cooling 

times of the UDIMET 720, especially in Figure 35 (c) [41]. 

Figure 32. LSHR alloy water quenched from 1463 K or 1157 °C 
showing small white spherical γ’ precipitates. [40] 

Figure 33. LSHR alloy slow cooled at 11 K/min from a solution 
treatment temperature of 1463K, then water quenched from 
1089 K or 816 °C. Clearly developed morphology to a dendritic 
cauliflower type of precipitates. [40]  

Figure 34. Calculated nucleation rates in (a) and total amount of precipitates in (b). The nucleation rate fluctuates and 
causes spikes of which the result can be seen in Figure 35 (c). The cooling simulation is from 1180 °C → 400 °C over 79200 
seconds or 22 hours. 
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Another effect on caused by these different sized precipitates is the composition of the precipitates. 

Y.Q Chen et al. showed that smaller precipitates can contain higher amounts of aluminum, for example 

a tertiary precipitate of 20 nm contain 17.0 at. % Al while a primary precipitate of 250 nm contains 

12.3 at. % Al [16]. 

Figure 35. Cooling rates varying 78 K/s (4680 K/ min) to 0.0042 K/s (0.252 K/min). Morphologies varying from spherical in a) 
+ b), irregular and start of a second oscillation in c) (13 K/min) cubical and octocubes or cauliflowers in d) + e) and 
incoherent dendrites in f). 
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3.4 Financials 

Despite the risk of cobalt being cancerogenic [42] and that it is sometimes being extracted by child 

labor [43], there is a financially driven motive of late to move away from cobalt as the binder phase of 

cemented carbides. This is due to new competition for resources, coming from the car industry and 

the upcoming replacement of the internal combustion engines to the electric vehicle (EV). According 

to Bloomberg, the shift when the total world production of cars change from combustion to EV is 

approximately 2037. The elements which have a conflict of interest with the hard metal industry is 

cobalt, graphite and possibly nickel if that transition is possible. Demand for these will is expected to 

rise by 1900 %, 500 and 100 % respectively, where the increase in % is compared to total global 

production today [44]. More recently the price of cobalt and nickel have shifted away from a “normal” 

2:1 relation over the past 15 years to an almost 7:1 relation in May 2018, an increase of more than 

300 %, seen in Figure 36. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36. The commodity price of Cobalt (left axis) and Nickel (right axis) over the past 14 years. A stable 2:1 
relation has been disturbed the last two years with an increase in the price of Cobalt. 
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3.5 Carbides 

Carbon is used in regular superalloys to form carbides for precipitation hardening and stabilize grain 

boundary sliding, among other reasons. The amount of carbon in γ’ precipitated hardened alloys is 

rarely above 0.1 wt. %, to prevent unwanted phases [15]. In a WC-cemented carbide, other carbides 

are considered as unwanted phases because of embrittlement. See Figure 37 for an Ellingham diagram 

of carbide stability for different elements, Zirconium and Titanium are the strongest carbide formers. 

Hence the strong carbide formers should be used in smaller quantities while elements like Silicon and 

Chromium can be used in larger amounts, when used in a WC-cemented carbide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37. Ellingham diagram over carbide formation stability [63]. 
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4 Previous work 

Several studies have been done trying to incorporate new binder elements instead of the commonly 

used Co. Some previous attempts to use Ni3Al powder for binder phase of cemented carbides were 

less successful. The reason behind is that the intermetallic Ni3Al phase is difficult to sinter, oxidizes and 

suffers from porosity. The challenge is then to produce a Ni-based alloy as a binder phase in cemented 

carbides through a conventional processing method. Nishigaki et al. showed that the γ’ precipitation 

increased both hardness and toughness in samples with 31.85 wt.% binder, of which were additions of 

0.90 wt. % Cr, 1.2wt. % Al and 2.55 wt. % W, besides the Ni and Co base of 27.2 wt.%. Hot hardness 

tests showed that Al additions and formation of γ’ strengthened the material and kept its strength until 

temperature of about 800 °C, seen in Figure 38. Heat treatments in the same study showed that 600 °C 

increased the hardness linearly up to at least 500 hours, 700 °C experienced over aging after only 10 

hours, 800 and 900 °C experienced over aging from start, seen in Figure 39. Their method of adding 

the alloying elements were in form of AlN and Cr2N to reduce unwanted oxide formation [1]. 

Cobalt is known to have higher strength than Ni. Almond et al. showed that by addition of Al for 

precipitation of the γ’ phase as well as chromium and molybdenum for solid solution strengtheners 

the hardness was increased to match the hardness of WC-Co hard metals; this without reducing 

toughness [2].  

Viswanadham concluded that the amount of binder is of highest importance when considering the 

strength heightening effect of γ’ precipitates in the binder. Precipitation and dispersion hardening are 

Figure 39. Hardness over various aging times and 
temperatures. The bulk content of binder is a 1:2 relation 
of Co:Ni. Temperatures are 600, 700, 800 and 900 °C in a 
falling manner at 50h. 

Figure 38. Hot hardness of various aluminum 
addition levels. 
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only valid when the d/λ is << 1, where d is the average WC grain size and λ is the mean free path (m.f.p 

– which is defined as the average distance between WC grains) [45]. 

A more recent study shows that Ni3Al reduces the WC grain growth in a binder of 24 wt. % consisting 

of 100 % Ni3Al compared to 100 % Co. The change in binder also caused the WC grains to change from 

a sharp edge morphology to more rounded edges with the Ni3Al binder [3]. The same authors also 

suspect that γ’phase precipitates in the binder can restrain rapid wear by holding WC-grains more 

firmly and avoid detachment of WC during wear degradation [46]. 
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5 Method 

Conditions for the formation of γ’ precipitates were investigated and the methods used were shaped 

to give an answer to the goals stated in chapter 1.1. The investigation covers previous samples 

described in Table 2 and new samples produced in this work, the KFP-series.  

5.1 Sample Preparation/Experimental Procedure 

All samples used in the experiments have a weight of about 12 grams, were initially milled for 8 hours 

in a 0.25 L mill and then sintered at temperature of 1450°C or 1500°C for 1 h in a DMK80 sintering oven. 

The pressed green pieces were placed on sintering plates made of graphite coated with a thin layer of 

Mo/Y2O3. Most samples handled in this report have a 10 wt.% Ni binder and 90 wt.% WC ratio; of which 

the Ni binder consist of a 95 wt.% Ni / 5 wt.% Al which is described as NIAL5. Three samples have 90 

wt. % Ni / 10 wt. % Al, seen as NIAL10. Old samples were investigated again with additional knowledge, 

along with new samples (K-series) with the addition of new elements, they are summarized in Table 2.  

In most samples addition of doping elements was done in such a way that the atomic fraction was kept 

constant for all additional elements. The 0.05wt.% Ti addition was taken as reference. Two powders 

are in use (d50 particle sizes of 4.1 µm and 23.3 µm) of which the smaller size is preferable for a more 

consistent result. The small particle powder is labeled R2 and the larger particle powder is R1.  

Table 2. The first letter in the sample name represent the year, where K = 2018, J =2017 and so on. For an easier overview, 

the BC-tot has been marked with red for negative values, green for positive and yellow for neither. NIAL5 states that 5 % of 

the binder wt. % is Al. R1/R2 describes the d50 binder powder particle size of 23.3 and 4.1 µm respectively. 

Sample Binder + Composition BC-tot at. % Additional Element 

HFP254 20% NIAL5R1 -0,07 
 

HFP255 20% NIAL5R1 -0,37 
 

HFP256 20% NIAL5R1, 0.02% Ti -0,11 0,033% 

HFP257 20% NIAL5R1, 0.02% Ti -0,41 0,033% 

HFP376 10% NIAL5R1,1.15% Ta, 0.27% Nb -0,32 
 

HFP377 10% NIAL5R1,1.15% Ta, 0.27% Nb -0,17 
 

HFP378 10% NIAL5R1,1.15% Ta, 0.27% Nb -0,12 
 

HFP381 10% NIAL5R1, 0.39% Cr -0,18 1,162% 

IFP024 10% NIAL5R1                                    0,00 
 

IFP026 10% NIAL5R1 0,10 
 

IFP027 10% NIAL5R1, 0.05% Ti                        0,00 0,163% 

IFP029 10% NIAL5R1, 0.05% Ti                        0,10 0,163% 

IFP030 10% NIAL5R1, 0.39% Cr 0,00 1,162% 

IFP031 10% NIAL5R1, 0.39% Cr 0,05 1,162% 
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IFP032 10% NIAL5R1, 0.78% Cr 0,00 2,324% 

IFP090 10% NIAL5R1, 0.39% Cr 0,10 1,162% 

IFP190 6% NIAL5R2 -0,17 
 

IFP191 6% NIAL10A -0,17 
 

IFP194 10% NIAL5R2 -0,17 
 

IFP195 10% NIAL10A -0,17 
 

IFP196 6% NIAL5R2, 0.02% Ti 0,05 0,108% 

IFP198 10% NIAL5R2, 0.05% Ti 0,05 0,163% 

IFP199 10% NIAL10A, 0.05% Ti 0,05 0,163% 

JFP177 10% NIAL5R2, 0.39% Cr, 0.05% Ti 0,07 
 

JFP178 6% NIAL5R2, 0.04% Ti 0,05 0,217% 

KFP024 10% NIAL5R2, 0.02% Ti 0,05 0,065% 

KFP025 10% NIAL5R2, 0.189% Ta 0,05 0,163% 

KFP026 10% NIAL5R2, 0.097% Nb 0,05 0,163% 

KFP027 10% NIAL5R2, 0.095% Zr 0,05 0,163% 

KFP028 10% NIAL5R2, 0.054% Cr 0,05 0,163% 

KFP078 10% NIAL5R2, 0.186% Hf 0,05 0,163% 

KFP174 10% NIAL5R2, 0.211% Si 0,00 1,162% 

KFP175 10% NIAL5R2, 0.758% Ru 0,00 1,162% 

KFP176 10% NIAL5R2, 0.382% V 0,00 1,162% 

 

The K-series samples were investigated in a Zeiss Supra 40, while all the H series and most of I+J series 

where characterized with a Zeiss Supra 55 [47] . 

The last thee samples were done with a lower BC-Tot and a higher amount of metal addition. Silicon is 

shown to be able to completely substitute for Al (Si has the smallest atom radius of all elements used). 

The intention was to see possible large variations in misfit and morphology, as well as the unique 

substitution for a smaller atom than Al. The last three samples (KFP174, KFP175, KFP176) have a rather 

high addition (similar atomic fraction as for 0.39 wt.% Cr). These elements have low affinity to carbon 

and thus they are weak carbide formers. 

5.2 Polishing 

Polishing was done in two steps. After cutting the samples in half; a regular polishing with oil and 

diamonds with the size of 9 µm was carried out until a smooth surface is present. A finishing polish 

with 1 µm diamonds was done to get a mirror finish. If the cutting is clean, an average time of 20 

minutes in each roughness with a pressure of 45-70 N is sufficient.  
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Since the precipitates are small and contrast is an issue, an additional ion-polishing is required. The 

IM4000 plus ion milling system from Hitachi [48] was used, getting an appropriate finish after using 6 

kV for 10-12 minutes plus an additional 3 minutes at 2kV, this with a rotational angle of 2-3 degrees 

and the setting of a complete rotation milling. Figure 40 and 41 represent the difference between a 

non-ion polished and an ion polished sample in two original pictures. The polishing was done in the 

middle of each sample, meaning that since it is fixed on a point, the effect will wear off when 

approaching the surface. 

 

5.3 Electro Etching 

Due to contrast issues and the difficulty to find the precipitates, an experimental procedure to remove 

the matrix around the precipitates was attempted. Since no previous attempts of etching for visible γ’ 

in cemented carbide was found, one successfully used etch by Salehi et. al on a regular superalloy was 

used [49]. A tool, presumably made of stainless steel, was used to lower three samples into the 

conductive bath for 3 seconds, of which the temperature was around 60 °C and a current of 5 V. The 

samples were transferred quickly to water, cleaned and the process repeated for another 3 seconds, 

only submerging half of the sample to create an etch gradient. Two of the samples were molded into 

a conductive polymer (FAPSA) with the form of a cylinder with the diameter of 25 mm and height of 

20 mm, of which the sample cross section was 13 x 5 mm on one of the planar surfaces. One of these 

two samples, IFP090, were extracted and treated additionally, the same way but being unmolded. The 

third sample was treated in the same way (3sec + 3sec), however using a three-gradient system of 

2+2+2 seconds and not being molded into FAPSA, see Figure 42 for an illustrative summary. The 

solution used and the different etching times can be seen in Table 3 

Figure 40. Sample KFP025 - Polished with 1 µm diamonds for 
30 minutes. 

Figure 41. Sample IFP030 - Ion polished for 10 min at 6kV 
plus 3 min at 2kV. 
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Table 3. Describing how each sample were electro etched. 

Sample Solution Time Other considerations 

IFP031 

8% H3PO4 + 28 % 

HNO3 + 32 % H2SO4 

+ 32% H2O 

3sec + 3sec Electro etched in FAPSA 

IFP190 
(3sec + 3sec) + 3sec 

+ 3sec 
(Electro etched in FAPSA) + unmolded  

IFP196 2sec + 2sec + 2sec  Electro etched unmolded 

 

An additional round of etching was done with the same solution, however without any current. The 

etching process included a first step of 4 s and a second half submerging of another 4 s for new fresh 

samples. 

 

5.4 Sintering with enhanced cooling rate 

To investigate the effect of heat treatment and cooling speed on γ’ formation and morphology the DEK 

50 sintering oven was used. The DMK80 furnace, mentioned above, is turned off and cooled down to 

room temperature without additional gas filling. DEK 50 operate at a slightly higher temperature of 

1500 °C and use an automatic argon cooling atmosphere from 1200 °C down to room temperature. 

This reduces the cooling time in the range T: 1200 °C – 500 °C from approximately 120 minutes to 25 

minutes, or a cooling speed by a factor of 5 from 5.8K/min to 28K/min. 

 

 

 

Figure 42. Illustration of 
etching-time gradients. 
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6 Result and discussion 

This chapter covers results and discussion of the experimental and modeling part. The results are 

presented in order of complexity and were driven by questions arising during the development of the 

research work.  

6.1 Thermodynamic modeling 

Information about solubilities in the binder was taken from two different databases; TCFE: Steels/Fe-

Alloys version 7.0 [50] and SSOL5: SGTE Alloy Solution Database version 5.0 [51], using the Thermocalc 

software. According to data from the TCFE7.0, Co dissolves 14,71 at% W and Ni dissolves 16,80 at% W 

at 1200 °C. Using the database SSOL5 it gives: 14,55 at% W for Co and 16,80 at% W for Ni. However, 

at lower temperatures, the two databases deviate, see Figure 43. The two are very similar at higher 

temperatures so the SSOL5 database will be used. Furthermore it is convenient since it contains 

elements like Hf, which will be used later in the experiments. 

 

The same procedure was done to check the solubility of C in Co and Ni. Thermodynamic simulation 

with SSOL5 shows that Co solves 2.05 at% C and Ni solves 2.91 at% C at 1200°C (TCFE7.0 predicts the 

same values). By superposing the W-Co and the W-Ni phase diagrams it can be observed that the 

solubility of W in Co and Ni depends on temperature, being always higher for Ni compared to Co. We 

also see that Co has a low solubility of W at lower temperatures and forms an intermetallic 

Figure 43. Evaluation of two databases, SSOL5 and TCFE7.0 when comparing 
solubility of W in the binders. They deviate around 1167 °C (ring), where 
SSOL5 predicts a NiW phase instead of the previous FCC+BCC. 
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Co7W2(Co,W)4 phase. However, the C solubility in Co/Ni may be higher in Ni for lower temperatures 

whereas it is higher in Co for temperatures above 1000°C, see Figure 44.  

 

Depending on where the solvus temperature for γ’ is and how the BC-Tot is calculated it might cause 

complications. The commonly used BC-Tot calculations for WC cemented carbide for Co is based on a 

stochiometric relation between the element added and carbon. If the solvus temperature is below 

600 °C, Ni dissolves more than twice the amount of carbon compared to Co. This may affect the driving 

force for γ’ formation. The calculated solvus temperature of γ’ is seen in Figure 45. It is highly 

dependent on the amount of Al (or extrapolated, to an Al substitution like Ti or W). Another point to 

discuss is that Ni- based binders are less susceptible for unwanted graphite formation with the current 

modeling.  

Figure 45. Solvus temperature for γ’ in a 10 wt. % binder with varying 
aluminum content. 

Figure 44. Solubility of W in Ni and Co (left) and C in Co and Ni (right). The database used for all phase diagrams were SSOL5 
in Thermocalc. Solubilities are shown in mole percent and temperature in Celsius. 
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6.2 Effect of alloying additions on γ’ 

The effect of different alloying elements on the formation of γ’ precipitates for common transition 

metals used in the cemented carbide production was investigated. As discussed in the experimental 

part the sample containing Ti (0.05wt%) was used as reference (Figure 46), and the added at% of the 

other elements was done aiming at a constant molar fraction as for 0.05 wt.% Ti (0.163 at. %). The 

intention was also to avoid the formation of cubic carbide phase, which will form if the solubility limit 

of the added FCC metal in the Ni-Al binder phase is exceeded. In the first series, the elements 

investigated were: Ta, Nb, Cr, Zr and Hf. The BC-Tot was set to 0.05 for all samples. Samples containing 

Ta and Nb (Figure 47 (left) and 48) form precipitates of 200nm, with the γ’ seemingly gathering in grain 

boundaries in the Nb sample. Cr (Figure 47, right) and Zr (Figure 49) present small γ’ precipitates 

(50nm). For the sample with Hf addition (Figure 50) no clear precipitates are observed, however some 

particles of very small size (less than 10 nm) can be observed. For this sample, it is questionable if γ’ 

precipitates are present.  

Figure 46. IFP198 - 0.05 wt. % Ti and 0.05 BC-Tot. 
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A limitation may be the high resolution of the SEM used (see magnification in Figure 50, left). The 

different contrast seen in the binder phase (as Nano-sized spots) can be described as nucleated 

particles “in the early stage of growth”. 

Figure 49. KFP027 -  0.095 wt. % Zr and 0.05 BC-Tot. (left and right) 

Figure 47. Left: KFP025 – 0.189 wt. % Ta and 0.05 BC-Tot        Right: KFP028 - 0.054 wt. % Cr and 0.05 BC-Tot 

Figure 48. KFP026 - 0.097 wt. % Nb and 0.05 BC-Tot. (left and right) 
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A second set of samples was produced with the goal of influencing the misfit and thus the γ’ precipitate 

shape and size. Si, Ru and V were added. For the element addition, a sample with 0.39 wt.% Cr was 

taken as reference. Again, the molar fraction was kept constant (7 times higher content compared to 

the first series). However, the solubility of Ru, Si and V is higher compared to the elements in the first 

series.  

Silicon (Figure 51) gives primary γ’ precipitates and a secondary population considering shape and size, 

one with clearly evolved γ’ precipitates; on the verge of becoming octahedral, together with small (20 

nm) precipitates. Ru addition (Figure 52) gives by far the most stable γ’ precipitate size and shape 

(cuboidal with rounded edges, 150nm. Vanadium (Figure 53) gives signs of loss of coherency in the 

matrix (over-aging) presenting both octahedral cauliflower γ’ precipitates (300nm and larger) and grain 

boundary γ’ precipitates, together with smaller possibly secondary population precipitates of a few 

nm. 

Figure 50. KFP078 – 0.186 wt. % Hf and 0.05 BC-Tot. In the right image the compositional fluctuations effect is described as 
precipitates “in the early stage of growth”. 
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Figure 52. KFP175 with 0.758 wt. % Ru and 0.00 BC-Tot 

Figure 51. KFP174 with 0.211 wt. % Si and 0.00 BC-Tot 

Figure 53. KFP176 with 0.382 wt. % V and 0.00 BC-Tot 
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6.2.1 Grain growth in K-series with varying additions 

A difference in grain growth was observed when comparing the K-series samples with varying element 

addition. Small amounts of Hf (KFP078) and Zr (KFP027) additions seem to promote abnormal grain 

growth of WC grains. In conventional Co-based cemented carbides Ti and Cr are strong grain growth 

inhibitors; however, in this study some grain growth is visible by addition of Ti (KFP024) and Cr (KFP028). 

It is then necessary to study if Ti and Cr (with other additions) act as grain growth inhibitors in Ni-based 

superalloy binders. Finer WC particle size was observed for Ta (KFP025), Nb (KFP026), Si (KFP174), Ru 

(KFP175) and V (KFP176) additions (see Figure 54-62 comparative images).   In KFP174-176 (Figure 60-

62) the at% element addition is a factor seven higher compared to the other samples, which clearly 

shows that the additions of Si, Ru and V has no abnormal grain growth effect on the WC grains. Silicon 

and Vanadium show a large amount of another small particles (seen as black spots in the SEM, 

presumably Al2O3). The reason behind could be related to enhanced oxidation due to powder addition 

(i.e. V); since Ru addition (contains less oxygen) shows no signs of particle defects or porosity. 

 

Figure 54. KFP078 – 0.186 wt.% or 0.163 at.% Hf.  Figure 55. KFP024 - 0.02 wt.% or 0.0653 at.% Ti. 

Figure 56. KFP025 - 0.189 wt.% or 0.163 at.% Ta. Figure 57. KFP026 - 0.097 wt.% or 0.163 at.% Nb. 
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Figure 58. KFP027 - 0.095 wt.% or 0.163 at.% Zr. Figure 59. KFP028 - 0.054 wt. % or 0.163 at.% Cr. 

Figure 60. KFP174 – 0.211 wt.% or 1.162 at.% Si. 

Figure 62. KFP176 – 0.382 wt.% or 1.162 at.% V. 

Figure 61 KFP175 – 0.758 wt.% or 1.162 at.% Ru. 
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6.3 Morphology 

As discussed in the literature, the morphology of γ’ precipitates depend on several variables and is well 

documented for Ni-based superalloys; for cemented carbides, this is not the case. This chapter shows 

the results of experiments and discuss morphology of γ’ precipitates in WC cemented carbides.  

6.3.1 BC-Tot dependency 

A few statements or assumptions is needed to lay ground for the discussion; less carbon in the sample 

means that the W:C stochiometric 1:1 relation is no longer valid and the additional free W is therefore 

assumed to be dissolved in the binder. This effect can be shown by looking at Figure 63-64 and at the 

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of the binder phase in two samples, IFP029 and HFP378. 

With a big difference in BC-Tot, having a value of 0.10 and -0.12 respectively, we can see that the 

amount of W in the binder is 4 wt. % in the low BC-Tot and 17.8 wt. % in the high BC-Tot environment. 

These values are not absolute, the EDS analysis of HFP378 show values as low at 10 wt.% W, but gives 

a general idea and a proof of concept. 

 

All variables are kept constant except the carbon content in the form of BC-Tot. In the Figures 65 and 

66, samples with varying BC-Tot together with different compositions; WC-NiAl without metal addition 

(plain composition) and samples containing Ti or Cr, are presented. In a falling manner, the BC-Tot and 

thus carbon content is raised, W reduced and what is seen is a reduction of γ’ precipitates size, 

morphology and eventually precipitation. The effect is consistent over samples with varying types of 

additional alloying elements and plain samples, suggesting BC-Tot is the controlling variable. 

 

Figure 63. IFP029 with BCTot of 0.10. Figure 64. HFP378 with BCTot of -0.12. 
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BCTot: -0.17 

IFP190 

BCTot: 0.00 

IFP024 

BCTot: 0.10 

IFP026 

Figure 65. All samples have 10wt. % binder with no other 
additions. IFP190 show beyond cubic evolution. IFP024 have 
cubic precipitates. IFP026 no clear precipitates. 

BCTot: 0.00 

IFP027

BCTot: 0.10 

IFP029

BCTot: 0.05 

IFP198

Figure 66. All samples have 10 wt.% binder and 0.05 wt. % Ti. 
IFP027 show clearly developed cubes. Notice the smaller 
magnification on IFP198, although still smaller precipitates 
than IFP027. Very small precipitates in IFP029 < 50nm. 

Only NiAl binder 0.05 wt % Ti 
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As discussed in the literature, W can replace Al in the ordered FCC matrix which constitutes the γ’ 

phase. We have also seen that the amount of Al controls the solvus temperature of γ’, being very low 

at the 95:5 wt. % or 87:13 at. % ratio. This suggests that the underlying reason for the low BC-Tot 

affecting γ’ formation is in extension more available W in the matrix, raising the solvus temperature 

and closing the gap to a 3:1 stochiometric relation of the γ’ phase. One peculiar detail that can be seen 

in Figure 54 (HFP378), as well as Figure 67, is the formation of γ’ surrounding the WC-grains which 

could hint to the fact that there is more W close to the WC grain boundaries due to the lack of mobility 

of the W in the matrix phase during cooling. Another explanation for this phenomenon could be that 

the additional W in the matrix causes variation in the lattice mismatch and by this, promoting 

formation of γ’ precipitates, or a combination of the two. 

The morphology of γ’ precipitates seems to be in early evolutionary stages and sizes are smaller, across 

all samples, as the BC-Tot increases. Lower BC-Tot promotes dendritic structure. In sample IFP190 

(Figure 65) the γ’ precipitates might look spherical, but the spheres seem dependent on each other 

revealing it might be an incoherent dendritic structure (see Figure 35 f, chapter 3.3. in the literature 

Figure 67. All samples have 10 wt. % binder and 0.39 wt. % Cr. Dendritic structure in HFP381, evenly distributed cubes in 
IFP030 and smaller seemingly cubes in IFP031-090 which appear to concentrate in binder phase boundaries. 

BCTot: -0.18 

HFP381 

BCTot: 0.00 

IFP030 

BCTot: 0.05 

IFP031 
BCTot: 0.10 

IFP090 

0.39 wt. % C r 
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study). BC-Tot around 0.00 gives stable cubical γ’ precipitates for all samples with small variation across 

extra additions, this will be discussed more deeply in later chapters. Worth mentioning is that Cr seems 

to stabilize the γ’ precipitates most at higher BC-Tot, although no conclusions should be made since 

the Cr addition is rather large. 

Like W, Ti and Cr are known to replace or act as Al in the ordered γ’ phase. This is a probable 

explanation for the lack of γ’ precipitates in the plain sample IFP026 compared to the other two. The 

addition might affect it in two ways; either by joining the corner sublattice of the γ’ phase and thus 

raising the solvus temperature or inducing additional strain to the lattice parameter; or both. The lack 

of precipitates in IPF026 could also be the result of γ’ precipitates being too small to be revealed by 

SEM. It must be notice that quaternary precipitates smaller than 10 nm are reported in literature. 

If the hypothesis that lowering BC-Tot raises the solvus temperature of γ’ is correct, it may explain why 

there is less development in the morphology and the even distribution of smaller precipitates as the 

BC-Tot rises. A lower solvus temperature would lead to less time in the γ’ formation temperature range 

and with this a bigger driving force and less mobility causing the effect mentioned above. 

One must not forget that an additionally dissolved refractory metal (W with an extreme melting 

temperature) in the binder and as a constituent of γ’ precipitates might affect the various solidus and 

solvus temperatures.  
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6.3.2 Depth dependency 

Repeatedly throughout the investigation, γ’ precipitates size and morphology change depending on 

distance from the surface of the material. Observations closer to the surface show less developed γ’ 

precipitates and sometimes not visible at all, see Figure 68 d) and Figure 69 c). When going deeper in 

the sample a gradual development of both morphology and size can be seen. Spherical to cubical to 

cauliflowers and finally a combination of big dendritic structures combined with WC grains being 

partially enveloped by γ’ phase. The representation of this development can be seen in Figure 68 and 

69 which contain four samples of varying binder amount and additional elements, showing that this 

effect is consistent over an array of multiple sample compositions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HFP381 | 10 % NIAL5R1 | 0.39 % Cr 

Surface 

BC: -0.18 HFP378 | 10 % NIAL5R1 | 1.15 % Ta | 0.27 % Nb 

10 

µm 

60 

µm 

500+ 

µm 

1 

µm 

107 

µm 

355 

µm 

BC-tot: -0.18 BC-tot: -0.18 

a) d) 

b) e)

c) f) 

Figure 68. HFP381 in a) b) and c) over various depths, to the left. HFP378 is seen in d) e) and f) over various depths, 
to the right. More developed γ’ is seen deep in the samples, smaller and close to none at the surface.  
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The effect is most prominent in samples with a low BC-Tot but occasionally noticeable in samples with 

higher BC-Tot, like IFP024 with a value of 0.00 seen in Figure 70. Samples with a Higher BC-Tot value 

tend to be very stable over depth, this could partially be because the γ’ phase is practically harder to 

distinguish at higher values and tends to be brighter, or because of an actual difference. 

Figure 70. IFP024 at BC-Tot 0.00 with no additional element, showing a clear difference in morphology and size. Left 
Figure is at a depth of 10 µm, right Figure at a depth below 500 µm. Left is at more than twice the magnification meaning 
the relative size difference is larger than shown. 

IFP194 | 10 % NIAL5R2 

Surface 

BC: -0.18 IFP190 | 6 %NIALR2 

27 

µm 

700 

µm 

20 

µm 

500+ 

µm 

BC-tot: -0.17 BC-tot: -0.17 

a) c) 

b) d)

Figure 69. IFP194 in a) b) with depth to the left. IFP190 in c) d) with depth to the right. 
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Another possibility of the depth dependency could be due to a carburizing or decarburizing 

atmosphere. Reasons for this could be faulty ovens, plates or possibly affected by the graphite heating 

elements. It is probably not just affected by the atmosphere since a higher BC-Tot doesn’t completely 

remove the precipitates, while a low BC-Tot does remove the precipitates in the surface. If the 

atmosphere did have a total effect the results would be constant at the surface, which it is not. Other 

possibilities are difference in pressure due to inhomogeneous cooling, where the surface cools first 

and create a prince Rupert drop effect which is described in Figure 71. Applied stress does influence 

morphology shown by Biermann et al [52] . 

 

A lack of aluminum in the surface could also depend on the lower vapor pressure for aluminum, thus 

making it evaporate away at the high temperature of the sintering process. This would cause a gradual 

difference and a gradient of γ’ precipitates with regards to depth from the surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 71. Heat and tension relation due to inhomogeneous cooling, where the surface is cooled 
first. [56] 
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6.3.3 Cooling treatment 

Heat treatments are an essential part of any regular superalloy and with the lack of quenching abilities 

in the cemented carbide industry the cooling down process could be defined as a heat treatment. 

Figure 72 shows sample IFP027 that have been cooled down at different cooling speeds. The sample 

has first gone through a regular production cycle with a sintering temperature of 1450 °C. Afterwards 

the sample was heated up to 1500 °C (it is assumed to have completely dissolved any phases), and 

then cooled down with standard process from 1500 °C to 1200 °C. From 1200°C different cooling rates 

were investigated, aiming at temperatures that are above or close to the solvus temperature of γ’ and 

thus have no effect on γ’ formation. In Figure 72 the sample on the left was cooled down at standard 

process rate (6 K/min or 0.1 K/s). It shows considerable γ’ evolution (see Figure 24, chapter 3.2.). The 

morphology shows cuboidal arrays of γ’ precipitates as well as smaller secondary population of γ’ 

precipitates. The sample on the right was cooled at a faster rate (28 K/min or 0.47 K/s). This sample 

showed less evolved γ’ precipitates, which present a less cubical morphology and some of them show 

spherical shape. The population of γ’ precipitates is higher as well as smaller in size (average particle 

size ca. 300nm (left) to 150nm (right)); please note the difference in magnification in Figure 72.  

The observations of γ’ precipitates morphology and size for different cooling rates agrees with 

literature and science of metallurgy; a large deviation from the solvus temperature gives an increased 

driving force which leads to more nucleation points combined with lower temperature reducing 

diffusion and mobility rates, which results in smaller a size of precipitates. The use of either the DEK50 

or DMK80 is an excellent method of controlling precipitate size and morphology. The cooling rate 

effect is smaller for higher BC-Tot. 

The effect of other factors like “depth dependency” within the samples may also influence the size and 

morphology of γ’ precipitates. The depth dependency effect remains for fast cooled samples. 

Figure 72. Both images are of IFP027 with 0.00 BC-Tot. Left is cooled at approximately 6 °C/min (0.1 K/s) and right at 
28 °C/min (0.47 K/s), both from 1200 to 500 °C. 
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See appendix for all the fast-cooled samples. 

In one of the samples, IFP030 seen in Figure 73, the precipitates have gone from clearly visible 

precipitates to smaller barely visible precipitates plus an additional form of compositional fluctuations 

in the binder lake, after the fast-cooling. This could be the step before precipitates form and was 

previously seen in sample KFP078, see earlier chapter 6.2 and Figure 58. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 73. IFP030 with 0.39 wt.% Cr and 0.00 BC-tot. Left is original sintering procedure, right is same sample gone through fast-
cooling procedure.  
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6.3.4 Heat treatments at 900 °C 

In previous investigations, the effect of heat treatment at 900°C on Ni-Al-WC with varying binder, 

additions and BC-Tot contents was studied. Figure 74-76 show samples IFP190, IFP031, IFP090, with 

increasing BC-Tot values, ranging from -0.17, 0.05 to 0.10 respectively. The γ’ precipitates show 

stability for the low BC-Tot sample; whereas it looks unstable for BC-Tot 0.05 and have completely 

disappeared for BC-Tot 0.10. The results also show the previously observed effect of depth 

dependency in γ’ precipitation; most similarly in IFP190 right, in which the frame Figure is at a depth 

of 65 µm, compared to 500 µm. For heat treated IFP190 there is no visible γ’ precipitates at the surface. 

The heat treatment caused the morphology to evolve to previous stages. In Figure 74, the left sample 

shows some incoherency, associated to dendrites in typical Ni-based superalloys, see Figure 35, 

chapter 3.3. Furthermore, cauliflower γ’ precipitates are observed at grain boundaries in the binder 

lake. Also, γ’ precipitates are observed at grain boundaries of WC grains. In Figure 74 right the 

precipitates have stabilized in spherical shape with some variation in size; similar to an initial stage in 

the process for the evolution of morphology of γ’ precipitates. Another alteration is that there are no 

precipitates close to WC grains or at binder grain boundaries when comparing the heat treated with 

the non-heat-treated sample.  

Heat treated IFP031 with the higher BC-Tot 0.05 shows that the small precipitates have evolved into 

no longer visible precipitates in the center of the sample. Only in the surface there are some, irregular, 

hard to categorize γ’ precipitates, pointing to a reverse precipitation behavior compared to the 

previously pattern of more developed precipitates closer to the center, Figure 75 right. 

 

 

Figure 74. Sample IFP190 with -0.17 BC-Tot. Left is pre-heat treatment at 500+ µm depth, right is at 500+ µm depth, heat 
treated for 5 days at 900°C. Frame in frame represent the heat treated at a depth of 65 µm, which show less evident and 
smaller precipitates.  
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For the sample with the highest BC-Tot, IFP090 in Figure 76, the precipitates are missing after the heat 

treatment and there is no visible depth dependency at all, since the total absence of γ’ precipitates. 

This may indicate a reduced stability or equilibrium of the precipitates at this carbon level.  

The results in this work, points out that the binder phase in NiAl-based cemented carbides behaves 

similar to conventional Ni-based superalloys in terms of γ’ precipitate formation, grain growth and 

evolution. However, the interplay between the BC-Tot, solubilities at high temperature (in particular C 

and W), the overall composition and the heat treatment temperature of the alloys is rather complex; 

so that a more detailed study is needed involving all parameters need to control the morphology, size 

and misfit of γ’ precipitates in cemented carbides with Ni-Al based binders. 

 

 

 

Figure 75. Sample IFP031 with 0.05 BC-Tot. Left is pre-heat treatment, right post. Left have the small evenly distributed 
precipitates while right is a Figure of the surface with evolved precipitates. No precipitates deep, 100+ µm, in right sample. 

Figure 76. Sample IFP090 with 0.10 BC-Tot. Left is pre-heat treatment, right post. Both are at similar depth, left show small 
coherent precipitates, right lack precipitates at all depths. 
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6.4 Electro Etching and revelations 

The objective of this chapter is to try and develop different etching methods to reveal γ’ precipitates 

in NiAl-based cemented carbides. 

Etching was done in three different ways as was described in the method chapter 5.3. The results of 

IFP031 was the opposite of what was expected [49] since the original idea was to etch the binder phase, 

leaving the γ’ precipitates visible, see Figure 77. This could be because of the “electricity passing 

through” the material is lower than expected due to an increased surface thus lowering the current 

density (Ampere/mm), or because the FAPSA embedding material has poor conductivity, leading to 

the same effect. The result however is satisfying, giving sharp images of the γ’ precipitates compared 

to the previously hard to distinguish γ’ precipitates (ion-polished) shown in the top right image of 

Figure 77. The γ’ precipitates are evenly distributed and are visible as small (ca. 50-100 nm) cubic 

Etch 

Figure 77. Illustration of IFP031 sample with 0.39 wt. % Cr etching results. All Figures are unaltered to display the improved 
effect. The sample was electro etched for 3 + 3 seconds, being embedded in FAPSA. Cubic precipitates are seen with the size 
of 50-100 nm, of which some are gathered in grain boundaries. 
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precipitates. It is also evident that the precipitates are gathered in the binder matrix grain boundaries, 

reducing the density of γ’ precipitates in the adjacent area. This is also visible in the unetched sample. 

The Cr level of 0.39 wt. % combined with a BC-Tot of 0.05 seem to partly or entirely remove the depth 

dependency of the precipitates. Figure 78 shows an electron etched image of the same sample at 1 

µm from the surface. 

 

 

Figure 78. IFP031, at the surface of the electro etched sample, showing what appears to be, 
no depth dependency when comparing γ’ precipitates. 
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6.4.1 Etching without electricity  

Since it could not be determined if the electricity was responsible for the removal effect of γ’ 

precipitates, the experiment was repeated without any electricity involved using the same acids, 

producing to some extent even more satisfying results. Figure 79 left shows sample IFP196 with 6 % 

wt. binder and a 0.02 wt.% Ti, which shows obvious effect from the different types of etchings; and to 

some extent varying results in the same sample. When comparing a) and c) one can notice a similarity 

in the γ’ precipitate sizes and morphology; d) does have some sort of γ’ precipitate size and morphology 

(in white). The difference between c) and d) may be related to different etching times or gradients. 

Sample d) seems to be over-etched.  

Etching with acids only shows different results than electro-etching for sample IFP031. It shows that 

the electricity did have an impact on the results. The dark areas probably represent areas where the γ’ 

precipitates were located, although being slightly bigger. Very small precipitates or contaminants are 

seen which behave inversely to the larger γ’ precipitates, being highlighted as white in Figure 80. This 

could be because of a different composition of γ’ precipitates for the small sized ones. In literature, it 

is described that the difference in composition could be as large as a 50 % in Al content, between 20 

nm and 250 nm precipitates. These smaller, presumably γ’ precipitates, resemble the small γ’ 

a) b

) 

c) 

d

) 

Figure 79. variations of IFP196 with BC-Tot 0.05. a) show a brightness/contrast altered original sample, b) 
after electro etch with no binder left, c) and d) at different positions in the acid etched only - sample. c) 
possibly show same results as IFP031, d) possibly show etch out binder, leaving precipitates. 
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precipitates in IFP190, and it will be discussed in following examples. Another possibility is an 

unidentified phase that is made visible by the etching. 

 

IFP190 with a negative BC-Tot at -0.17, reacted contradictory to the rest of the etched samples with 

the γ’ precipitates being left, seen as clear white and the matrix removed. In Figure 81, smaller 

secondary order γ’ precipitates are seen in c), apart from the clearly seen γ’ precipitates. What is 

evident is that ordinary unetched samples examined by SEM, either with secondary electrons or back 

scattered diffraction, is not sufficient to completely analyze the range of precipitates, especially the 

small ones. The sample reaction on etching is clearly dependent on composition of the sample, which 

differs by Cr addition or small variation in carbon content. If the carbon variation can have such a big 

impact on the results, it is not far-fetched to assume that small variations in composition due to γ’ 

precipitate size could lead to different compositions, and hence react differently to etching under same 

conditions in the same sample. Therefore, it could be the same type of precipitate, based on the 

discussion in previous chapters, seen in as small in Figure 80 corner and Figure 81-82.  

 

Figure 80. IFP031 after acid etch only. Two type of precipitates are visible, previously known dark areas of etched out 
precipitates, as well as possibly very small (10-30nm) white in color. 
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The precipitates in the highlighted image in Figure 82 (red frame) are visible but much smaller in size 

compared to the other γ’ precipitates in the binder. The depth dependency is confirmed again in the 

small corner (upper left) in Figure 82. This was also observed earlier in this un-etched sample in chapter 

5.2.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The variance in etching results are intriguing and require further understanding to take full benefit.  

a) b) c) 

Figure 81. IFP190 with -0.17 BC-Tot and 6 wt. % binder. a) original sample, b) after electronic etch, in which the 
entirety of the binder is removed across the entire sample, c) after acidic etch. 

Figure 82. IFP190 with -0.17 BC-Tot and 6 wt. % binder. Bigger primary precipitates with the size of 50-300 nm and a 
secondary population with sizes of 5-30 nm. The small picture in the corner is closer to the surface and contain far less and 
smaller precipitates. 
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Optimal etching results is what might be considered in sample IFP190, where the differentiation of γ’ 

precipitates, morphology and size is clearly distinguishable. Smaller precipitates in acidic etched 

sample possibly contain precipitates with a difference in composition depending on size, as shown in 

literature seen in end of chapter 3.3. 

 

6.5 Mechanical properties 

This chapter will briefly discuss observations and possible micro-mechanical features differences 

between the Ni-Al-based and the reference Co binder. The Ni-Al binder with various element additions 

are, based on observation in this report, tougher than the reference Co binder. In Figure 83 a crack 

path in a Co binder lake in a 10 wt.% cemented carbide is shown. The deformation due to Hardness 

Vickers indentation has been investigated with SEM.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 83. Reference of 10 wt. % Co-WC crack from literature 
[60]83 
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Small visible cracks at the corners of the indentation are visible, Figure 84. Interesting to note is that 

the Vickers indentation consists of two types of differentiable “squares”, one inner square which 

seems to have deformed by the usual mechanism (blue) and another outer square which shows signs 

of strain, deformation or plastic behavior (yellow).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 84. KFP175 with 10 wt.% NiAl and 0.758 wt. % Ru addition. Close-up of Hardness Vickers (HV) indention. 
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The soft deformation pattern seen in the indent is also shown in higher magnification images of the 

cracks, see Figure 85. The crack shows both inter- and trans-granular evolution in the binder-WC 

structure. A bridging behavior is observed in all examined samples with Vickers indentations and Ni-Al 

10 wt.% binders, for example see Figures 85-88. This may indicate that the Ni-Al binder is tougher 

and/or probably softer than the reference Co binder, which shows little or no sign of plastic behavior 

in the crack path. Plastic deformation of the binder absorbs some of the energy and should reduce the 

crack propagation, which could be beneficial for the wear properties of inserts, see Figure 85. 

 

Figure 85. Electro etched IFP031 with 0.39 wt. % Cr. Crack from a hardness Vickers test, seen left in first Figure. 
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Figure 86. KFP174 with 0.211 wt. % Si. 

Figure 88. KFP175 with 0.758 wt.% Ru. 

Figure 87. KFP176 with 0.382 wt. % V. 
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6.5.1 Additional feature in crack propagation  

New features were observed in the vicinity and in crack path, Figures 89-94. These cracks formed due 

to indentations with a load of 30 kg. They were studied in samples with different heat treatments: as 

sintered, + fast cooled and + heat treated at 650 °C. The different types of cracks can be described as 

plane slip deformations, either partially when there is no crack through the binder lake and several 

levels exist, see Figure 92-94; or completely when the crack has separated a binder lake, leaving 

remnants of the plane slips and pulling the planes down into the crack, see Figure 91. One particular 

crack in shown in Figure 90 (IFP024 fast cooled) which show less plane slip deformation together with 

a complete rip of the binder, leaving a teeth-looking crack path behind. There is seemingly no 

difference in the crack behavior between the various heat treatments, although there are not enough 

data/images to validate this hypothesis, and compare to literature in the field [53]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 89. IFP024 – Fast-cooled Figure 90. IFP024 – Fast-cooled 

Figure 91. IFP024 – Fast-cooled Figure 92. IFP030 – Heat treated 650 °C 6h HT 
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Figure 94. IFP027 – Heat treated 650 °C 6h HT. A deformed binder lake due to a crack path is shown, plastic 
plane slip deformation of the binder is clearly seen. 

Figure 93. IFP030 -  Heat treated 650 °C 6h HT 
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6.6 Aluminum Oxide 

Aluminum oxide particles are visible in many of the samples. They appear as black dots in the SEM and 

are easily misinterpreted as graphite, however most of the examined samples, seen in Table 4, have 

particles consisting of aluminum and oxygen. An example of the EDS analysis is shown in Figure 95. 

Other sources for the black areas are sometimes graphite or yttrium oxides.  

Table 4. Overview of black areas in SEM images, showing that Al2O3 is very common. 

 

Sample 

number of 
black dots in 

examined 
EDS samples 

number of 
times with Al 

and O in 
areas 

Fraction 
Al2o3 

Size of 
spots 
(um) 

Other Comments 

HFP376 1 1 1 10   

HFP377 2 1 0,5 15 Graphite  

HFP378 5 4 0,8 2-15 Graphite 
Carbon in Al2o3 
areas in a ~1:1:1 

relation by weight  

IFP026 9 9 1 1   

IFP029 12 12 1 1 Yttriumoxide 

Yttrium in Al2O3 
areas in a ~2:3:3 

relation by weight, 
where 2 is Al. 

JFP177 1 1 1 1   

JFP178 5 5 1 2   

JFP442 13 13 1 1-5   

JFP443 6 3 0,5 5-10 Graphite  

JFP449 4 4 1 2   

Figure 95. EDS of IFP026, showing black aluminum oxide particles. 
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 γ’ precipitates have a tendency of gathering around the aluminum oxide particles, this can clearly be 

seen in the acidic etched sample IFP190, shown in Figure 96. The particle that has been etched away 

was presumably made of aluminum oxide, leaving a clear marking and inside view of the γ’ phase 

against the edges. This is also evident in other samples, such as HFP177, where large dendritic 

structures originate from the aluminum oxide particle, Figure 98. Whenever the R1 powder is used, 

with a larger grain size, Al2O3 particles are more frequently visible as well as being larger in size. 

Occasionally they vary with depth, as seen in Figure 97, with aluminum oxide particles being more 

frequent deeper in the sample and less at the surface.  

 

 

 

Figure 96. Acidic etch of IFP190 with an etched out 
aluminum oxide particle showing γ’ formation in films 
around the former particle. 

Figure 97. IFP190 with an Aluminum oxide particle 
inhomogeneity depending on depth of the sample, where 
the top of the image show deep in the sample and the 
bottom is at the surface. 

Figure 98. HFP177 with a gamma prime cauliflower around an aluminum oxide particle to the left and large dendritic 
structure to the right. 
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The cause for the presence of the aluminum oxide particles is probably due to the worse quality 

powder with larger grain size, or to the taken up of oxygen during the processing of the powder (milling, 

etc.). However, the R2 finer powder does not present as much Al2O3 particles as the coarser R1; 

indicating that the particle size of initial raw powder is affecting the formation of the Al2O3 to a larger 

extent. The depth dependency is present in this variable as well as the information could hint of a 

process artifact. The lack of aluminum oxide at the surface could be due to a vaporization effect of the 

particles at the surface, leaving less aluminum behind. More aluminum would be counterintuitive since 

the amount is on the limit of γ’ solvus, meaning that more aluminum should result in more γ’ at the 

surface, which is opposite to the results.  

Probably, due to a higher level of Al in the Al2O3 particle compared to the matrix, Al diffusion around 

these particles will locally raise the Al level and thus more easily form the γ’ precipitates. The diffusion 

and γ’ around WC-grains is probably explained by diffusion of W, which we know can substitute for Al 

in the Ni3Al corner position. This matter is worth of further investigations. 
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6.7 Summary of found morphologies  
In this chapter a summary of found γ’ precipitate morphologies in this study are presented in figures 

99 to 113.  

 

Figure 99. IFP027 - 0.05 wt. % Ti - 0.00 BC-tot. Octahedral and 
triangular precipitates. 

Figure 101. KFP175 Ru - BC-tot 0.00. Stable even cubical -
turning precipitates 

Figure 102. IFP194 - BC-tot -0.17. Primary and secondary 
precipitates. 

Figure 100. IFP024 - BC-tot 0.00. Octahedral forming 
precipitates together with secondary population. 

Figure 104. Acidic etched IFP190 - BC-tot -0.17. Primary and 
secondary population. 

Figure 103. Al2O3 particle seen from inside in sample IFP190 
acidic etch. 
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Figure 106. IFP090 - BC-tot 0.10. Small well dispersed 
precipitates commonly seen with Cr additions. 

Figure 105. Electro etched IFP031 - BC-tot 0.05. Precipitates 
gathered in grain boundaries. 

Figure 108. KFP176 V - BC-tot 0.00. Grain boundary films. Figure 107. KFP078 Hf - BC-tot 0.05 – Precipitates in the early 
stages of growth. 

Figure 109. HFP377 – BC-tot -0.17 -  Large cauliflower emerging 
presumably around a Al2O3 particle. Grain boundary films are 
also observed. 

Figure 110. IFP191 NIAL10 BC-tot -0.17 – Full ’ in center and 
less as closing the surface. 
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Figure 111. IFP024 - BC-Tot 0.00 - Fast Cooled - Less 
developed spherical, harder to distinguish and smaller 
precipitates. 

Figure 112. IFP030 - BC-tot 0.00 - Fast Cooled – Compositional 
fluctuations appearance. 

Figure 113. IFP031 – BC-Tot 0.05. Arrow-head precipitate in 
close vicinity to plastic behavior in across crack. Electro-
etched. 
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7 Summarized discussion 
In this chapter the main findings are discussed and summarized. For the extensive description of the 

topics the referred chapter should be addressed.  

Powder chemistry and composition 

When considering the W-Ni-Al system, the master alloys designed with a 95:5 Ni:Al wt.% ratio (87:13 

at%) in a 10wt.% binder cemented carbide requires a certain level of W to promote the formation of 

ordered γ’ precipitates.  The W addition takes place during the sintering process by dissolution of WC 

grains in the Ni-Al binder phase. The level of W dissolved in the binder phase depends on the carbon 

level of the sample. 

Important variables 

The γ’ precipitation is controlled mainly by the amount of Al, the carbon level - referred to as BC-tot in 

the report -, cooling speed from liquid phase sintering, heat treatment conditions, element additions 

and distance from the surface. Samples with a Ni:Al binder relation of 90:10 wt. % (81:19 at. %) always 

contain a full γ’-phase binder in the center of the sample, regardless of carbon levels. In the 95:5 wt.% 

binder it is dependent on the carbon level which sets the W level in the binder. 

BC-tot dependency 

The amount of carbon together with the 1:1 stoichiometry to W is the most important variable. A lower 

amount of carbon leaves more W in the binder. The fact that W can substitute for Al in the γ’ phase, 

more γ’ can form. When it comes to the binder made of Ni:Al 95:5, the BC-tot levels above 0.10 rarely 

contain γ’ precipitates in blank samples without any addition. Samples with BCTot: 0.00 contain stable 

γ’ precipitates in all samples; whereas levels below 0.00 generally become overaged by the natural 

cooldown time in the sintering process, resulting in larger, γ’ precipitates with a worse distribution and 

further developed morphology. 

Element additions 

Several elements, Cr predominantly and probably Zr and Hf, promote smaller and more homogeneous 

γ’ distribution. Cr seems to stabilize the γ’ precipitates in morphology development as well, this by 

substituting for Al in samples with higher BC-Tot (See IFP031, IFP090 @ BC-Tot 0.05 & 0.10) and 

preventing over aging in samples with lower BC-tot, like IFP030 (BC-tot 0.00). An hypothesis is that the 

dual properties of Cr arises from the fact that this element can substitute either for the Ni or Al position 

in γ’ depending on composition. Zr (KFP027) and Hf (KFP078) promote abnormal WC grain growth, Ta 

(KFP025), Nb (KFP026), Si (KFP174), Ru (KFP175) and V (KFP176) less WC grain growth. Cr and Ti seem 

to promote some WC grain growth. 
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Heat & Cooling treatments 

The γ’ precipitates in the binder follow the criterion of ordinary metallurgy with the precipitates 

growing during heat treatment at the expected temperatures. Faster cooling (6K/s → 28K/s) during 

the sintering process retards γ’ formation by size and morphology development.  

Etchings 

Etchings and electro etchings can reveal the γ’ precipitates in various way depending on compositions 

in the material and etching method. A solution 8% H3PO4 + 28 % HNO3 + 32 % H2SO4 + 32% H2O –

etches away the matrix and leaves γ’ precipitates visible in a plain sample (IFP190) with a negative 0.17 

BC-tot. That same solution works poorly and possibly inversely on sample IFP196 (lower binder 6%, 

higher BC-tot 0.05 and 0.02 % Ti addition) and IFP031 (higher BC-tot 0.05 and 0.39 % Cr addition). If 

electricity is used, a sufficiently low amount of electricity should pass through the sample, which was 

achieved involuntarily through etching of a sample in a less electrically conductive mold, etching the γ’ 

precipitates out.   

Mechanical properties 

The cracks are seemingly not affected by the various heat treatments. The cracks differ from those 

seen in the Co-based carbides. They present large plane slips in the Ni-Al binder lakes and a bridging 

phenomenon across the cracks. This correlates with indications of enhanced toughness, visible in the 

particular cracks in the corner of Vickers indentations. 

Aluminum Oxide 

Since Al has such a high affinity to oxygen, defects are observed in the form of Al2O3, these can easily 

be mistaken for porosity or graphite. The Al2O3 precipitates are present in samples were the oxygen 

content in the raw powders are high, NIAL10. Furthermore, they are observed in samples with coarser 

powders, i.e. NiAlR1, NiAl10B. Samples which contain Cr consistently show a higher number of 

aluminum oxide particles. This may be because of the Cr raw powder having a factor 20 higher oxygen 

content at ≈ 0.5 wt. %, compared to the low amount of ≈ 0.026 wt. % in the NIAL5R2 powder. 

7.1 Ethical and environmental impacts  

Cobalt is known to be cancerogenic, not as component in solid objects, but rather in powder form and 

this has been proven with inhalation experiments on mice (0-5 mg/m3, 6h per day) [42]. Cobalt is also 

mined in Congo -to a large extent- where the conditions of mining are hazardous due to small scale 

un-regulated mining, there are also common reports of child labor [43] which would be avoided when 

using superalloys and nickel. A substitute with a Ni-based superalloy would be less hazardous, however, 

worth mentioning is that nickel itself does have allergic reactions in 3 – 17 % of the population 

depending on area, sex or culture [54]. 
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8 Conclusions 

The goal of this project was to get an understanding of what effects γ’ formation in Ni-Al-based 

cemented carbides. Additionally, focus was on improving sample preparation techniques to reveal γ’ 

precipitates. A complete understanding with regards to the initially stated goals was obtained and the 

conclusions are stated below: 

• Element additions affect γ’ precipitate formation in cemented carbides with Ni-Al binders. 

• Chromium gives smaller and well distributed precipitates.  

• Zr and Hf clearly promotes WC abnormal grain growth. Ti and Cr promote some grain 

growth. Ta, Nb, Si, V and Ru gives the smallest WC-grains. 

• Carbon levels or in extension W-levels in the binder, mainly controls γ’ precipitate formation 

with respect to morphology development, size and distribution. 

• Slower cooling rates leads to larger precipitates, more heterogenous distribution and 

morphology development. 

• γ’ particle size, morphology and distribution change with distance from surface, primarily in 

samples with low BC-tot. 

• Extensive polishing is required to be able to analyze γ’ precipitates fully. 

• Electro etching is a viable alternative to enhance γ’ precipitate visibility. 

• Acidic etching is a viable alternative to enhance γ’ precipitate visibility. 

• Aluminum oxide particles is a common defect in the process.  
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9 Future work 

In this work, it has been proven that cemented carbides with a Ni-Al based superalloy can be produced 

by powder metallurgy techniques. This opens possibilities for producing new composite materials that 

combine the metallurgy of superalloys and cemented carbides. Many observations in this work need 

to be further investigated, revised and quantified. Other topics such as coatability, post-treatment, 

grinding, etc. need to be addressed.  

In the following some relevant future work is mentioned: 

• Further establish a framework on etching techniques and its relationship to the chemistry of 

the cemented carbide 

• Further understanding the effect of different alloying elements as well as the influence of BC-

tot (W in binder) on γ’ precipitates 

• Investigate the formation of quaternary precipitates that could raise the strength of the binder 

phase compared to regular Ni (i.e. in sample IFP026). Advanced characterization by TEM 

should be needed.  
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